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~ Description 
1. AT2000R is a tracer module and can be used with mack silencer. As long as 

mack silencer's internal space is able to accommodate the AT2000R module, the 
AT2000R module can be installed into mack silencer, which makes silencer become 
a tracer unit. 6 .. Bm .... m .. r---- -J--. 0 
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2. There are plenty of luminous bb bullets with 

different good and bad qualities. It's highly 
recommended to use ACETECH luminous bullets 
to get the best performance from our tracer. 

3. AT2000R module is equipped with infrared sensors at its both ends, which can 
detect airsoft pellets. User can install AT2000R module into the mack silencer in 
any direction according to user's preference and the appearance of mack silencer. 

4. Before installing, the inner sponge and spring must be removed from the mack 
silencer. 

5. If the diameter of mack silencer's inner aperture is longer than of AT2000R 
module's, please insert O-rings or round bushings inside the mack silencer to hold 
the AT2000R modules to be coaxial with the mack silencer. 

6. If AT2000R modules is not coaxial with the mack silencer, airsoft pellets may mishit 
the internal tube of the AT2000R module and damage the internal components 
and structures. 

7. Automatic switching off in following conditions: 
A) Device has idled for 40 minutes 
B) When the battery level is low, and after the power indicator blinks in red color 

for 3 seconds, device is turned off. 

8. Remaining power indicator 
A) Green light: high power 
B) Orange light: medium power 
C) Red light: low power 

Power/ 
charge indicator 

9. Do not disassemble the AT2000R module to prevent high voltage electrical shot. 
10. AT2000R is equipped with a 10440 Li-ion battery. User shall recharge the battery 

at least once in 2 months under any circumstances. Li-ion battery life span can be 
shortened or damaged with long storage period without recharging. Battery is not 
warranted if it's not properly recharged. 

11. Do not look straight to the muzzle to check the installation of the device to prevent any 
accident from misfiring. 

• Specifications 
?<; Support green and red tracer BBs. 
?<; Support up to 30 PRS, no light decaying, missing lighting 
?<; Led power indicator / battery power indicator 
?<; FCC, CE, ROHS compliant 
?<; Accessories: 

1) 10440 Li-ion battery x l(Warranty for 3 month) 
2) Micro-USB charging cable x 1 

?<; Dimension: Diameter: 32.4mm, length: 68mm 
?<; Weight: 36g (with 10440 battery) 


